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If there’s one thing that people who work in the world of social media can count on
year in and year out, it’s that our industry will continue to change and evolve.

T

hat’s what’s so exciting about business on social

This guide goes through the most important areas of social

media (that and the thrilling challenge of explaining

media marketing—content creation, paid social media,

your job to your parents)—every week, something

audience engagement, team structure, measurement,

entirely new could pop up and change how you work—

and a lot more. It covers the fundamentals, but it also

updates to a network that let you use it differently or new

touches the new trends and ideas that will affect how social

insights into audiences that can help you reach them

marketers operate in the months and years to come.

better.
There are plenty of great resources out there to help
you navigate this fast-moving industry of ours, including
more than a few from Falcon.io.
But getting the information you need in one place can
be a challenge.
We wanted to create a go-to resource for social

It’s structured around the two most important elements
of your social strategy: your audience and your content.
The emphasis is on practical knowledge—this is a guide
for executing better in the current social media landscape,
with plenty of experience-based insights, lessons from
leading brands, and valuable best practices.
If we’ve done our job well, it will help you do your job

marketers—the ones who get their hands dirty by engaging

better—that is, to drive results with social media marketing

with customers, creating content, and generating returns

in 2016.

for brands on social on a daily basis.
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*In case you were wondering, Linkedin says there are twice

1.0 Personal Processes

as many social media evangelists as social media gurus

Your role as a social media professional

If you’ve downloaded this, odds are good that you are a card-carrying social media professional.

I

n addition to any other responsibilities you may

Other people in the office help out on social media

job, but she’s also after more—more content, more

find yourself with, you control part, or all, of your

occasionally—you brainstorm content ideas based

engagement, more fans, and, particularly, more

brand’s social media presence (or your clients’, if

on overall brand campaigns with your marketing

(measurable) impact on the company’s business

colleagues, and you work with the customer service

goals.

you are at an agency).
“Social media professional” can cover a pretty
wide range of activities. The hundreds of different
job titles someone who works in social can have—

team to handle support on it—but for the most part,
social’s all you.
A lot of people like your brand on social media,

Even if you’re not this person exactly (if you are,
hi Sarah!)—if you’re working at a smaller company, or
a giant one, or at an agency, if your team is bigger, or

from social engagement specialist to Instagram

almost 600,000 on Facebook, in fact. They consume

you’re working in the B2B sector—you’ll still have a lot

ninja—signal how much focus can change from one

content, share it, and occasionally produce their own

of the same pain points and goals.

social role to another. But no matter the moniker,

fan-generated pieces of it—usually, they really enjoy

for almost everyone, the core aim is to connect with

what you do, and they’re not afraid to show it. At the

and execution on social media—so you can do more,

people, on social networks, in a way that’s positive for

same time, a misstep—something off-brand, dull, or

without necessarily doubling your workload.

your brand. That’s what this guide aims to help you

written in a voice that doesn’t appeal to them—will

do better.

result in a noticeable lack of engagement, or worse.

Who are you?

comments, you brainstorm social strategy, you

you use for inspiration, the goals you set for

If we might, a little sketch: In it, you are the social

plan out a content calendar. You handle trolls with

yourself—all of this impacts whether you and your

aplomb. You do all this on six social networks, and

brand are going to succeed on social.

You create content, you respond to fan

media manager for a young, consumer-facing
fashion brand, headquartered in the U.S., with 200
employees, and plans for international expansion.

This guide will cover the key elements of strategy

Before getting into all of that though, it’s critical to
think about the most important element in all it: you.
The way you structure your day, the resources

it’s tiring, but rewarding. Your boss, the head of
marketing, knows you work hard and do a good

1. Let’s talk about you
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Working on working better
Social media roles, in particular, often require serious discipline
in terms of planning and scheduling tasks.
Switching between multiple channels, prioritizing incoming
notifications, dealing with angry (or happy), customers, creating
content, analyzing performance—all of it takes time, and there’s
only so much in a day.
It’s critical, in any job, to consider your role from a distance
from time to time. Assuming it’s not your first day, attempt
to forget what you go in every day and do. Imagine—and try
actually doing this—how would you spend your workday if you
had total control over it: No mandatory meetings, no habits you
picked up for reasons you’ve forgotten, just a blank day and
your essential tasks and objectives. Would things look wildly
different?

“Your work is going to fill a large
part of your life, and the only way
to be truly satisfied is to do what
you believe is great work. And the
only way to do great work is to love
what you do.”

The real world, sadly, is a bit harder to bend to your will,
but still. Even if some meetings will always be mandatory, are
there things you can change? Do you spend way too much time
on certain tasks relative to the results they generate? If so, try
to cut them. Do you eat lunch at your desk every day and feel
annoyed and less productive after? You can stop (it’s better
anyway, says science).
And what processes can you put in place to help you handle
the dozens of tasks that could be on your plate on any given
workday?

Steve Jobs

1. Let’s talk about you
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Here are a few ideas to help you get the most out of
your time as a social marketer:

Draw up some simple rules for

Ask what you can say no to:

incoming notifications—instead of

Helping out too much can end up

deciding ad-hoc what you’ll

hurting you in the long run if it

respond to immediately and what

regularly distracts from your core

can wait until you have more time,

tasks.

Top Tips

check it against predetermined
criteria so the decision takes less

Ask yourself when you’re most

energy. If it works for you

productive, and make an effort to

strategically to say you’ll deal with

arrange your schedule to plan your

Twitter Direct Messages at regular

most challenging/creative tasks

intervals throughout the day, you

then.

don’t have to stress about every
one that comes in the instant it
does.

Nail down after hours: social
media is 24/7—you and your team
need to have solid protocols for

If you’re not already doing so,

handling issues that come in after

schedule time in your calendar for

normal working hours (who

key ongoing tasks—social media

responds, how quickly, what’s the

managers in particular have tons of

backup?)

recurring activities like scheduling,
posting, monitoring, and engaging
that need to get done regularly.
Even if it could slide to the next day,

This is all flexible based on context or situation—if
cutting social response time is a core goal, and
responding is your responsibility, putting it off until
it’s convenient just won’t work. And turning down
the CEO’s request for help with a tweet is often
frowned upon. It’s more a question of examining
what you do with an objective eye and seeing if it’s
the best way for you to work based on your goals
and responsibilities.

it shouldn’t, and scheduling it in
advance makes that less likely.

1. Let’s talk about you
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1.1 A Day in the Life of a Social Media Manager
Even if no two days are quite the same, most social media managers have
a set of core tasks they need to handle regularly.

13:00
Here’s a list of key tasks for social media managers—take a look and consider what takes the

11:30

most time, what’s most important for your specific role, and what you should focus more on:

Most frequent

Still frequent

Reply to comments/engage with people

Plan content

Check mentions

Assess mindshare/word of mouth

Track keywords

Report/track KPIs and progress

Create content
Schedule posts
Check ad status
Check content performance

towards goals
Strategy check in
Plan ads
Less frequent, still critical

Idea/trend research/look for inspiration

Perform a social audit

Fan/follower maintenance

Strategize and plan content direction
Assess and adjust social strategy
Do a process health check
Plan tests/experiments for new ideas
Evaluate and establish social goals

1. Let’s talk about you
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1.2 Necessary Resources
Education + inspiration

When you are very busy, it’s easy to neglect whatever lies beyond the next
deadline.

B

ut if you don’t take the time to stay up to

understand or do your job even a little bit better,

date on your industry, you run a real risk of

and forget about all the ones that don’t. And find a

falling behind. There’s a difference between

system to store it that you’ll use—it doesn’t have to

scanning the headlines on industry sites when

be any fancier than a word document with a bunch

you’re looking for content ideas and setting aside

of links in it as long as you add to and pull from it

time to learn and grow your skill set. The latter is

regularly.

the better option if you want more control over
your career trajectory.

Don’t just focus on content ‘about’ social
media—pay close attention to the actual stuff that’s

Here’s a look at some of the resources we
rely on heavily here at Falcon.io:

getting results on social media, and store or make

News:

Skills, Best practices

resources that helps you do your job better is one

notes on it: whole campaigns, videos, tweets—any

Techcrunch

& Examples:

of the informal things that can be critical to your

content that performs well, that’s well-executed,

The Next Web

Falcon.io

interesting, or that might resonate with your

Digiday

Content Marketing Institute

audience. If you’re ever stuck looking for ideas,

Socialtimes

General Assembly

one you are currently reading. Find a stable of sites

having a trove of excellent pieces to “borrow” from

Adweek

Contently

you like for news and keep up with them however

is a great place to start. And don’t forget about your

Marketing Land

Econsultancy

you can. Whenever you see an asset around a

own content—you can pull insights and inspiration

The Drum

topic that’s more valuable than the first few google

from what has performed well in the past.

Social Media Today

Collecting and continually updating a set of

success in a social media job.
Resources needn’t be limited to the very cool

results, save it if there’s a chance you’ll use it again.

Clickz

Generally, save any piece of content that helps you

1. Let’s talk about you
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1.3 Making Goals Personal
Define success for yourself

Some of the time, goals can seem like round numbers that get
written down and then forgotten about.

T

his is, perhaps, not so optimal.

If that’s not the case for you, try to make it

Ideally, goals should be clear and

happen—if expectations for what you’re

visible, and progress toward them

doing are not laid out clearly, it can make it

should be continuously tracked and

harder for you to do your job, and harder

communicated.

for people to understand when you’re

On top of that though, goals need to
be personal. If you don’t know how you

doing it well.
Don’t limit yourself to goals pegged

contribute to broader team goals, they

to your brand objectives on social,

become abstract, and it becomes easier

though. You can and should set goals for

to lose sight of them. Your company’s

personal development as a social media

objectives on social should be broken out

professional. Even within a fast-moving

into individual goals for you and other

marketing department, you can often find

team members. You should be able to

support and resources to help you reach

see what numbers you are contributing to

personal development goals, especially if

alongside others, and what you’re directly

achieving them will mean you’ll be better at

responsible for adding yourself.

your job.

1. Let’s talk about you
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Here are some examples of personal
goals to inspire you:
Building your personal social media presence
Becoming a legitimate expert on social media
advertising
Boosting your copywriting skills with input
from outside experts
Getting better at Photoshop so you can rely on
your designer less
Gaining the skills and experience you need to be
able to tick off three of the key lines of your boss’s
job description

1. Let’s talk about you
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2.0 Your Audience
Your content and your audience

Poke around a few marketing blogs, and it’s not hard to
find content that talks about the “essentials” of social media
marketing.

T

here are often a lot of good points

are complex. That’s why we’ve broken up

there. But the fact is, there’s not

this guide into two main sections around

so much that’s literally essential

these subjects.

for social media marketing. Social

If you’re not addressing an audience

marketing is so broad and so flexible

on social, you’re basically marketing into

that you could make do without a lot.

a void. If you’re not addressing the right

Facebook not helping you reach your

audience, your marketing isn’t having the

goals? Nix it. Don’t have the budget for

impact it could.

dedicated staff? Make do without!
What is essential, however, besides

Any good social marketing program
will be based around your audience. So

a computer/phone, internet, and

who are they? Many are customers, the

snacks—is content and an audience.

rest, for the most part, might become

Without an audience, you’re just talking

so. In other words, they are a big deal

to yourself. Without content, you’re not

for your business, and you need to keep

saying anything. Both are key and both

them in mind with everything you do.

2. Your Audience
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2.1 Two Tales of Your Audience
One good, one less so

In the realm of social marketing, you could say that
there are two different narratives surrounding
social audiences.

The first is that brand

The other story is that

audiences on social are

reach is sliding fast, that

large, eager to interact

audiences are largely

with you, and easily

indifferent to what you

spurred to action.

have to say, and the ROI
of engaging on social
deserves more scrutiny.

1

2

“The audience has spoken: They want stories. They’re
dying for them....They will talk about it, binge on it, carry it
with them on the bus, and to the hairdresser, force it on
their friends, tweet, blog, Facebook, make fan pages, silly
gifs and God knows what else about it.”
Kevin Spacey, team eager audience FTW

Image Credit: Paul Hudson
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The truth, as it tends to, actually rests
somewhere in between.

S

You need to know your

You can’t ever take your

audience—understand who

audience for granted—the

they are, how they use social

content you create, the way you

media, what their interests

engage with them—all you do

lot of people like to connect with brands on social.

are—so you can reach them

needs to focus on what’s in it for

They like hearing about new stuff, they’ll engage with

better.

them.

ocial is an amazing way to reach a wide audience. A

and share brand content if it resonates with them, and they
love having a place that’s a two-way-street where they can
talk with brands.
At the same time, organic reach is declining to an
extent, and the sheer volume of stuff out there—things
people could be spending their time on, from Netflix,
to Japanese cat-collecting apps, to your competitor’s
content—means that people won’t give you their attention
unless they think there’s real value in it for them.
What can you do to make the story of your brand’s
social audience closer to the first scenario? Well, that’s what

You need to understand and

And on top of all that—your

map your customer journey—

social media efforts need to be

the steps they take to go from

strategic—they have to align

unaware of your brand, to

with, complement, and be a

interested, to customers, to

part of your overall marketing

loyal customers. Your social

strategy: Otherwise, you may be

marketing needs to be adapted

doing a fantastic job engaging

to each of the different legs of

your audience, but it could

that journey.

have less impact on the overall

this whole thing is here for—but in a few bullet points:

picture for your business.

If your social marketing activities can manage all that, you stand a very good chance of not
only creating an enthusiastic audience, but also of driving real value and ROI through your
social marketing activities.
This next section covers all one-to-one interactions with your audience on social—the
aim being to improve those interactions and make them more valuable for your brand.

2. Your Audience
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2.2 The Customer Journey on Social Media
How do customers actually interact with your brand?
Evaluation

T

here’s a reason that customer experience has been
the main focus in the marketing world recently: It

Loyalty

matters.

Every interaction a customer has with you forms an

impression, and each one of those impressions has an
impact on your bottom line.
There are a number of different paths people could take,

Initial
Consideration
Set

Moment of
purchase

as they move from unaware of your brand to customers to,
hopefully, repeat customers.

Trigger

Here’s what we’re talking about:

Postpurchase

The Consumer Decision Journey, McKinsey

2. Your Audience
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Knowing how to create the right impression, and improving the experience
at every possible touchpoint across that journey will mean more powerful
marketing that drives stronger results.
This definitely applies to all your customer contact

and mortar realm. You could also be doing both.

on social media.

The idea is that a customer’s interaction with

Different types of social media activities work

you—if, for example, you’re the one engaging with

for different parts of the customer journey. Map

customers to give them product information—

your customer journey and map what you’re doing

is not isolated. Whether they’re getting that

on social media: Do your social marketing efforts

information from you on social, from your website,

fit with the aims that are set for your brand at

or from any other channel you control, they should

different points along the customer journey?

have a positive, consistent experience if you want

What you do on social can directly accomplish
your goals for part of the customer journey, or
contribute alongside other channels.
For example—think about the period when

to maximize their value.
In the next chapters, we’ll discuss how to reach
your social audience in a more effective way across
the customer journey.

a customer is just about to buy: the moment of
decision. You may be selling directly on social,
now that buy buttons are becoming more and
more widespread. Or you could be informing
people about how they can purchase in the brick

2. Your Audience
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2.3 Know Your Audience
“Of companies currently using buyer

Create personas to market better

personas, 82% say it has improved their
value proposition, 90% say it has led to a
clearer understanding of their customers”
Creating stronger, more valuable interactions with your audience across the
customer journey relies on knowing them well.

F

ortunately, social media
can help you paint a very
rich picture of the people

who interact with you. Social data
can help you to understand your
audience in a number of ways that
can have a direct positive impact on
your marketing’s impact. However,
there’s a fundamental challenge with
social data—figuring out how to turn
a huge amount of information into
something usable.
Creating social customer
personas is an excellent way of
turning social data from something
you have into something you can use
to market better.

What is a social customer
persona?
A persona should be based on your
target customer—the one you most
want to buy from your brand. This is
not something just for social media
people, it should be a business-wide
decision. A target customer needs
to align with your brand positioning,
and needs to be based on a
segment of the market that is, as the
marketing textbooks say: Identifiable,
sizable, stable or growing, accessible,
and feasible.

Marketing research org ITSMA

paint a clear, usable picture. A social
customer persona is a portrait of
your ideal customer on social.
A complete social customer
persona helps your interactions
on social media get results—if you
know what someone is like, what she
likes, and how she behaves, you’re
more likely to create a message that
will resonate with her. The same
applies beyond social media, and
brands should be creating and using
customer personas that incorporate
social data for all their marketing.

If you’ve identified a target
customer, creating a persona is a
question of filling out the details to

2. Your Audience
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Here are 15 questions
that a complete customer
persona could include
answers to:

Name?

Location?

What was the last thing she bought in your
vertical?
Where besides social is she likely to interact
with your brand?
Where would she buy from your brand?
What are her other favorite brands?

Age?

Occupation?

How much time does she spend there?
What activities does she do on each?
What was the last thing she shared on social?
The last thing she commented on?
What would be the ideal piece of social
content for her?

What media does she consume?
What social networks does she use?

2. Your Audience
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With the answers to these questions, you’ll

you’re interacting with an influencer, do

be a better social media marketer. For all

a little bit of research to find out the best

the content you create, really for anything

way to talk to her. For any fan, taking a look

you do on social, ask yourself “is this what

at available social data can help you make

she wants to see?” If the answer is yes,

direct interactions go better. This ability

your message has a strong chance of being

can be limited due to isolated datasets.

heard.

Someone may be a superfan on Facebook,

And ask yourself—does your current

but when you see her on Twitter, you’ll

audience (your fans and followers) look like

have no idea. Soon, more and more brands

your ideal audience / persona? Between the

will have the ability to understand how

two, you should focus most on your target

customers interact across channels—to get

customer (who your persona should be

an integrated view across social channels

based on).

and CRM systems. This will make customer

Personas are extremely useful, but

interactions better-informed and more

they are, by design, an approximation.

valuable, and will make your life as a social

Sometimes, you need the real thing. If

media professional better.

Catherine Barrett
Boston, MA
Gender:
Female

Email
Topics
Labels

catherinebarrett@gmail.com
Shopping
VIP

Customer

Traveling

Fashion

New York

Happy
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2.4 Social Listening
A key to understanding your audience

What’s the best way to be heard? Start by listening. Your audience will be easier to reach
when you know what they’re saying, and where and when they’re saying it.

I

n addition to helping you fill out a social customer

pick up on mentions of a keyword or phrase across

Social listening is a critical health check for your

persona, a solid social media listening program

a huge variety of channels, including all the major

brand, something that you should be continuously

will serve as a general barometer for your social

social networks, but also places like forums, blogs

monitoring, that can help tell you how effective your

media marketing efforts—it can help you see how

and newspaper sites, review sites, and consolidate

social media marketing program is. Beyond that,

people feel about your brand, how they talk about

them into one central place.

it can surface individual mentions that need to be

it, and how it changes over time. Is there a gap

Most tools let you look at individual mentions

responded to, and it can be extremely valuable for

between how people are talking about your brand

as well as giving you an overview of overall mention

bringing less-positive information to light before it

and how you want them to be discussing it? What

totals, mentions by channel, and volume over time.

becomes an issue for your brand. It can help inform

Often social media monitoring allows you to

major strategic changes for your brand that extend

can you do about it?
In case a refresher is needed, social media

track the sentiment of those mentions—to see

listening (also known as social media monitoring, or

how positive or negative (or neutral) they are.

just social listening) is simply tracking conversations

Sophisticated sentiment analysis can understand

about a specific word or phrase, the most likely

things like sarcasm in order to give you a clearer

candidate being your brand name.

picture of how positively people talk about your

In theory, something like this could be

way beyond social.

brand.

accomplished manually. However, that would take
forever and work poorly. Effective social media
monitoring is often done with a tool, one which will

2. Your Audience
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“Companies don’t realize that with proper care and
handling, insights harvested from social listening can
become as robust a source of strategic inspiration as any
must-have diagnostics on the dashboard.
Social listening is inexpensive too, in the sense that it has
a high insight-to-dollar ratio.”
Susan Fournier & Bob Rietveld

Falcon’s robust listen product draws data from over 4.8 million sources across the web

2. Your Audience
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Social listening for brand keywords can give you a clear

2.5 Listening Keys

picture of a large community’s opinion, quickly. When
Maker’s Mark reduced alcohol content, listening let them
see how upset their fans were and they made a change.

What does solid social media listening look like? Here are
some of the ways brands can actively drive value through
their social listening.
In terms of product launches

In Sales

•

•

Track user sentiment during a pilot
period for product launch

•

along the sales cycle to increase
conversions

Help spot threats from competitors’
products and head them off

Use listening to optimize touchpoints

•

Target customers who are purchaseready rather than broad blasting

In media buying
•

•

Ensure sales messages are relevant
to the audience that they’re being

Identify events that align with your

delivered to

target demographic, and increase ad
spend around them

In Content
In PR
•

Draw inspiration from what people are

After 3 days

talking about within your industry

Determine customer concerns and
tailor PR campaigns based on them

•

•

•

Source user-generated content related
to your brand or industry

Diffuse crises before they happen

In Community Management
•

Find people talking about your brand or
product

27K
Likes

8.5K
Shares

4.2K
Comments
on Facebook
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Pizza Hut aims to be the brand of
choice for the “home entertainment
experience”—movies, video games,
sports.
Listening helped them pick up on this Tweet from
Minecraft influencer Hypixel. They engaged him
positively in front of his hundreds of thousands
of fans, who were part of a demographic Pizza
Hut’s targeting.
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Fostering Loyalty

2.6 Engagement

How to do it?

The cornerstone of customer relationships

General positive interactions to increase attachment
to brand
Reply to questions following a sale - offer support
to customers

What are we talking about when we talk about social media
engagement?

W

Grow Awareness

e are discussing the whole

Engaging on social media is, in its ideal

part of social media that

form, something like a conversation

involves talking to your

that happens in real life. However,

Interacting with influencers where a broad audience

audience on a one-to-one basis. It often

conversations on social media differ

revolves around responding to comments

slightly in that they may be somewhat

can see

that an audience member has made,

more goal-oriented—one does not simply

Informing potential customers of new initiatives,

but it can also take the form of proactive

‘do’ engagement on social media. It should

products, etc

engagement on the part of someone on

be pursued not for its own sake, but with

the brand side.

the aim of accomplishing specific strategic

Though the focus is on one-to-one
interactions, thanks to the nature of social

goals that will make an impact on your

How to do it?

Boosting existing campaigns (on and off social) with
1-to-1 engagement

bottom line.

media, benefits and consequences from
that engagement can reach much further

What do you want to achieve by engaging

and have an enormous overall impact:

with your audience on social media?

A positive Twitter interaction with an

It could include:

influencer who has a million followers, for
example, can be huge for your brand.

Drive Sales
How to do it?
Social selling
Responding to questions/issues that drive sales
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Once you’ve figured out what goals you aim to accomplish via your social
media marketing strategy, there’s still the actual ‘how’ to deal with.
Here are some of the key questions you should be asking about
social media engagement:
What am I saying, and how am I saying it?

processes and tools can you put in place to make

Based on the goals you’re trying to accomplish,

sure you reach your goals. Create guidelines for

there are a range of different things to say to your
fans. When you’re building loyalty by responding

responding to engagement on different networks,
at different times of day.

to positive fan comments, you definitely don’t
need a predetermined message, but you should

How am I tracking this?

have an idea of what’s on-brand and what will

Engagement, being one-to-one by nature, can

work. If they say they love you, do you say you
love them back? How casual is your tone of voice?
What’s your emoji usage like?

be hard to track. It’s even harder if you don’t
put in place the structure to do so. Think about
response time, percentage of comments that get
a response (though that can be tricky—if a fan

How do I, or how does my team, handle

replies to your “thanks!” with “thanks!,” you either

all this?

wage a “thanks” war or see your numbers drop).

It’s important to set a protocol for incoming

Whatever variables you choose, can you track

comments, whether it’s just you or multiple
people—who handles what when, who has

them over time to see how your performance is
moving?

how much discretion to do what, what sort of

2. Your Audience
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“...on average, handling an inbound telephone call typically

2.7 Customer Service

costs a company $6 to $8; an interaction using social
media, less than $1.3.”3

It’s your job, even if it’s not your job

D

riving value through your social
channels, as mentioned, is a
function of being aware of the

customer journey and at what points on
it your customers interact with you on
social, so that you can optimize those
interactions.
Post-purchase, opportunity abounds—
there’s the opportunity to create a more
loyal, long-lasting relationship with your
customers. There’s also the opportunity to
lose them! It’s all in how they think you are
reacting to them in a service context.
Some brands may have dedicated
social customer service professionals
staffing their channels. For those that
don’t, and even sometimes for those
that do, customer service is, to an extent,
everyone’s job. Why? Your customers don’t
care what’s “your job” and what’s “not”—
they want someone to help them when
they have an issue. As social channels
become the go-to point of content for
more and more customers, you may find
yourself handling support issues often.

A major shift

messages that don’t get replied to remain

It’s predicted that in 2016, 40% of the

visible for all to see, and there is a fear

If you’re tasked with customer service

(real or perceived) about the potential

regularly or occasionally, take a step back

for a mob mentality to kick in when one

and see if you’re really delivering that. If

customer complains publicly.

you’re tasked with it and you don’t have

world’s largest enterprises will be using
social media as their primary customer
service channel.

1

Several factors have led to a shift
towards social media as a viable,
necessary channel for customer service
operations. The most significant:
consumers have begun to demand it.
According to a study by the International
Customer Management Institute, 40% of
consumers have used social media for
customer care.

On the positive side for brands,

effective, and friendly.

the resources, support, or structure to do

customer care via social media is

it well, start drawing up plans and talking

significantly less costly than it can be on

to your superior regarding how you can

other channels. According to Mckinsey, “on

get them.

average, handling an inbound telephone

Key concerns for social customer

call typically costs a company $6 to $8; an

service mirror those for social

interaction using social media, less than

engagement in general. How do you talk

$1.3.”

to your customers? What do you do when

3

a customer continues to be unhappy?

2

How to do it well

What kind of system do you have in place

hasn’t always been super-prevalent. There

So what can you do to manage social

to ensure customers are responded to,

are a lot of reasons brands were hesitant

customer service if you want to make it a

for a long time—unhappy clients have as

driver of value?

Customer service on social media

much of a voice as satisfied ones, public

and how do you track how well you’re
responding?

Customer service is about solving
people’s problems, and making them feel

1

Why social media is moving up the risk 		

good.
The most important things for

register, Guest Author. Fourth Source,
November 2013.
2

A Social Playbook to Guide Your Company’s

customer service are to be available,

Strategy, International Customer Management
Institute, sponsored by Five9, 2014.

3

McKinsey Quarterly, 2014
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2.8 Social Customer Service
So what does outstanding customer service
actually look like?

@ASOS thanks for letting me know my delivery won’t be
arriving ! Oh wait you didn’t! Already a day late now being
told allow 2 working days

Here are three brands doing an amazing job of meeting customer
needs on social, and a look at what makes their approach stand out.
@Shauna1102 Super sorry! Pop us a DM with your order
deets and email address so we can see where it’s got to!

Asos
@Asos_heretohelp, the brand’s dedicated support handle, deals with

@ASOS_HeretoHelp that’s great, thank you.

over 5,000 queries a week. As an online retailer, they have to wrangle
with a massive number of delivery issues and payment questions.

@Shauna1102 Hi, we’re on the case & have replied to
your DM.

What they get right
The tone of voice here is consistently helpful, upbeat and conversational (but not
overly familiar). When they’re experiencing problems with deliveries or a backlog of
questions, they’re genuinely apologetic and promise to sort things out.
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Hyatt Hotels

Target

No one provides a better customer experience than a top-rate

Target support customers across multiple channels, with a significant

concierge does. Hyatt attempts to recreate that personal experience

social component. @Asktarget focuses on support, customer

with @HyattConcierge.

suggestions, and even advice.

Lobby of Hyatt in Hill Country Texas. So pretty and a real

I want .... no wait I need @Target to come in France!!!!!!!!

fireplace. pic.twitter.com/pi9IEKxxSx

Please!!!!!!!

@joanroberts What a cozy area to relax and enjoy the

@Gabby_Flores Thanks for your enthusiasm! We’re happy

fireplace. Enjoy your stay @HR_HillCountry. Happy

to hear that you want a store near you. We’ll let our Real

Holidays, ^LM

Estate team know.

What they get right

What they get right

The international hotel chain coordinates its in-hotel staff with its 24 hour social

Customer suggestions from big to small get a response, and their tone conveys

media team to respond to client issues, or simply to give a little something extra

that the company is really taking them seriously. Like this tweet about wanting a

to their guests. Customer care that works across channels is key for brands that

store in her area: The response about talking to the real estate team is specific,

want to provide great experiences, and Hyatt does it well.

and more believable because of it.
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2.9 Crisis Management
Don’t get caught off guard on social

Social is a tool for helping you create a positive brand impression; it can also be a method of avoiding a negative one.

Y

our audience, the people who see or could see

before they reach crisis status, if they are dealt with

In instances where you find yourself at the further end

content from your brand on social media, is

quickly and correctly.

of the crisis spectrum, damage control and containment

broad.

Using a social media crisis spectrum can enable you

is the key objective. Having a plan for responding is

Some companies see crisis management as more the

to distinguish between a contained instance of negative

the most important thing. That plan should focus on

realm of public relations. But really it’s a function of

engagement and a full blown crisis. Once this is done you

responding to any crisis quickly, being transparent

dealing with people. If your job includes dealing with

can determine the resources you invest to deal with a

about the issue that’s causing the problem, apologizing

people on social, you should at least know the basics of

situation. A crisis management plan that is implemented

sincerely if your company screwed up, and doing

social crisis management.

closer to the “issue” end of the spectrum will always

whatever necessary to right the wrongs in the eyes of the

effect better results than acting closer towards the

customer.

When it comes to crises on social, prevention is
always better than the cure. Most issues can be defused

“crisis” end.

Issue

Crisis

Low

High

Low

High

Level of resource
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2.10 What to Do in a Crisis
Handling a crisis correctly

A few years ago, FedEx found themselves in the middle of
a potential crisis on social media.
A video was posted of a FedEx employee handling a package carelessly. The video
quickly went viral, rounding up 4.5 million views within a week of being posted.

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

The Customer

Your Audience

You must address the issue for the

You must implement an appropriate

customer affected

response plan for your social media
presence

The Press
You must tackle the press issue - turn the
crisis story into a story about how great your
brand is at apologizing & putting things right

FedEx quickly met with the customer and resolved

FedEx posted a video apology from their Senior VP of

To drive home the point from the video, and give

the issue. They were able to make amends with the

Operations, Matthew Thornton III. The apology was

customers and the press another look at the

customer who uploaded the video before he could

candid and straightforward, and made it clear that the

company’s response to the issue, FedEx posted a blog

express any further dissatisfaction to his followers on

company was addressing what happened.

article titled “Absolutely, Positively Unacceptable.” It

social. Damage control done.

reinforced that the company considered the issue
serious, and was responding to it.
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3.0 Your Content
It was around 2011 that the word ‘content’ really started to
make its way into marketers’ vocabularies.

S

oon after, it began playing
a bigger and bigger role in
marketing strategies, and now

potential reach is tremendous.
If you’ve worked in social media
marketing for any amount of time, you

shows no signs of slowing down.

know there is something of a catch

The amount of time spent

here. As people are spending more

consuming content on social networks

time consuming content, the amount

has grown exponentially over the last

of content available for consumption

few years. (We now spend half our

has grown at an overwhelming pace.

waking lives consuming media1.)
Some content gets seen by

Content is the best way to reach
your audience in an attention-deficient

hundreds of millions of people. Still

world. That, however, definitely does

holding the top spot despite Harry

not mean it’s easy.

Styles’ efforts, Ellen DeGeneres’ Oscar

Planning, crafting, distributing, and

selfie, retweeted millions of times, was

optimising social media content that

seen by exponentially more people,

will engage your audience and help you

and was worth an estimated one billion

drive real results with your marketing

dollars2.

strategy is a full-time job (or 10).

So, people spend huge amounts
of time consuming content, and the

It was around 2011
that the word ‘content’
really started to make
its way into marketers’
vocabularies.

This section goes through the most
important elements of social content—
all the way from generating ideas to

1

International Business Times, 2015

2

NBC News, 2014

measuring results.
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3.1 Content With a Purpose
Your audience, your brand, your goals.

First, what exactly do we mean by content?

S

ticking to social, it’s everything you

track—when your boss’s boss asks about

On page 25, we looked at how you talk

you’re posting content that leads to

publish on any branded channels,

this social stuff, your boss can point and

to your audience based on the goals

selling pages or you’re using buy button

generally excluding the stuff

say “look, content.”

you’re trying to reach in a one-to-one

features from networks like Twitter and

(engagement) context. The same

Facebook, the ability to push people to

framework applies to your social content.

purchase on social is a boon, but also a

that’s meant to be one-to-one (so not

But to create effective content you

customer service or direct engagement).

need to have a clearer picture of what

It can, and often should, include content

you’re after.

that’s not exclusive to your social

Goals for social content will also

balancing act—too much salesy content

If there’s a refrain in this guide, it’s

be tied to the customer journey. Early

and you risk alienating your audience;

channels (a television ad can be used on

that the time you spend on social media

on, content needs to drive awareness.

too little and an opportunity is missed.

social too).

marketing should be geared towards

Content at this level needs to have the

There’s no perfect ratio— the key is

reaching specific goals. Nowhere is this

broadest appeal possible—it serves as

to build trust, provide value, and create

more true than for your social content.

an introduction to your brand for new

familiarity with awareness content

If you have a clear view of your strategic

people, as well as a reinforcement of

(content that doesn’t ask for anything in

social media objectives, and if you have a

your brand and its image for existing

return) before making a hard push for

solid understanding of your audience—

fans. This will likely be the foundation of

conversions.

the people you’re trying to reach—

your social content strategy.

What are the keys to doing this
type of content well?
Probably the most common objective
laid out for social media managers is
number of posts per day on different
channels. That makes sense: it’s
concrete, easy to understand, easy to

creating content becomes more focused

Looking further along the customer

and the impact of what you create is

journey, social content can drive

ultimately greater.

business on a significant scale. Whether
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3.2 Your Brand Story

All the content you create has another job—to tell your
brand’s story.

W

hether it does so implicitly or

Take Nike as an example. The company’s

explicitly, what you develop

stated mission is: “To bring inspiration and

and publish on social

innovation to every athlete in the world.”

channels should advance your brand’s
message and be consistent with its values.
Even if your brand’s social content
is often part of broader campaigns,
with themes and creative developed

Looking at Nike’s content, a few of
their content themes could be defined
as something like You vs. You, Across the
Globe, and Play Anywhere.
With their visually striking images

elsewhere, it often falls on SMMs to

imbued with a “Just Do It” spirit (even

translate things to social. It’s not a simple

if they’ve dropped the tagline), Nike’s

task—content needs to engage an

content themes support the company’s

audience, work towards a business goal,

overall mission.

and express brand themes.
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3.3 Message and Format
So what content should I create?

The way people talk about content can make it seem,
well, a little simpler than it is. Sometimes one wonders
just how these strategy sessions go:

“I say, our marketing strategy simply must
be revamped post-haste. What ever should

“I’ve just the thing! We shall hit return

we publish on our social channels?“

20 times and then post the white space.
People do love a good mystery.”

“Cracking fine work! But may I
proffer another proposal? What
if we were to post content?
Content is quite fashionable at
the moment I’ve heard tell.”

“Capital idea! Content it is! Well
strategized, sir. ‘Twill make for a
most excellent slide deck indeed.”
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That is a start, true, but it
leaves a lot of details to
the imagination.

I

part of a distinct storyline, or are

use on social, or will it be absolutely

an issue. Smart companies take

they one-offs that fit with your brand

necessary to incorporate into your

branding seriously. Even a brilliant

themes? What kind of images get

content calendar? Who’s responsible

content idea can be off-brand and

posted? What’s the mix of early-stage

for these decisions, and when are

ultimately harmful. Who has the

content and later-stage content?

they being made?

final say with what’s okay to post on

f you are tasked with creating

What’s going to get your audience to

content for your organization,

pay attention, consume content, and

needs. With a rough idea of what

reviewed as a matter of course, or

those details might be your whole

take action that helps you reach your

goals you’re going to be working

just when someone thinks something

goals?

towards, and when, you have the

might be iffy (and are different

base for a content calendar. How

people’s definitions of iffy the same?).

job or a large chunk of it.
Let’s say you’ve got a solid

The social media manager, the

Processes should be based on

social and what’s not? And is content

foundation: You know your audience,

rest of the social team, and other

far out you plan content varies

you’ve got a handle on your brand

marketing stakeholders need to work

widely—social is a real-time medium,

processes doesn’t always result in

story, and you understand your

together to find answers here.

and a lot of your content and activity

being able to point and say ‘look’

objectives and your personal
processes.
What, exactly, do you create

The first task is defining the scope

Asking a lot of questions about

should reflect that—but if you have

when someone asks you what you’re

of things: to what extent is it you

messaging you know you’ll want to

doing. But clarity in terms of what

who’s deciding what gets posted,

push a month out, scheduling as

you’re trying to do and how you’re

and publish for your social media

and to what extent is it your boss,

much of it as possible in advance

going to do it pays off by making it

channels?

or someone else? What content

makes your life much easier.

easier for you to do your job.

Should you be focusing more on

and campaigns are being created

And determine how much

images, videos, or linking to other

elsewhere in your organization—and

freedom you have in terms of

types of content? Are your posts

will it mean more content you can

content creation before it becomes
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To keep in mind:
How to know what to make
Start with what you know. What content

they do), go more in that direction. You can’t just

has performed the best for you in the past?

find one perfect piece of content and repeat

Specific posts, types of posts, or posts around a

forever, but you can learn from it and apply it in

particular theme might have gotten more reach.

new contexts to engage your fans.

Finding that content that gets the most eyeballs

And test the hell out of things. Your copy,

is the starting point, because if people don’t see

the language that you use, should be partly

something, it will never spur them to action. But

determined by your brand personality and

in addition to that, ask yourselves if that content

strategic goals, but that still leaves a huge

does what else you want it to do. Does it fit with

amount of room for experimentation. See if

your business goals? Will people not only like it,

different verbs get more response, try going a

but remember it?

little longer, ask more questions, or different

There isn’t a single magic formula
to stumble upon here: Determining
the best content for your brand is an
ongoing process, requiring constant
attention and experimentation.

Working towards an objective doesn’t

Look at five different posts that have done

questions. Pay attention to what works and build

mean working uncreatively—trying

well for you. Are they videos, photos, quizzes,

on it. Same with the topics you’re talking about. If

a new content format to see if it

or something entirely different? What do they

you have a strong social listening program set up

improves performance is both

have in common in terms of themes—can you

and thorough customer personas, you should

see patterns in them? What are the visuals like?

know what your audience finds interesting. Play

creative and inherently purposeful.

What tone of voice do they use? Was it content

around with different areas of those interests

that ‘lived’ on social, or was social driving traffic

when you’re creating content. Mash them

elsewhere?

together, or think of new ways your brand fits

Whatever they have in common, try to bake it

into them. Content that your audience loves, like

into more content. If they address your audience

a lot of things in social, is a moving target. Just

in a particularly casual tone, make that the

keep aiming and shooting and taking notes on

standard for more posts. If the best performing

what hits.

Content is the engine that powers your
social media marketing. Doing it well
requires time, effort, and resources.

photo posts include faces (odds are good that
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3.4 Who’s Killing it with Content?
Just like there are a million ways to go wrong with content,
there’s no one way to get it right either.

L

ots of brands are putting out really great content on social media, and doing it in
a way that means social is driving results for their business. If the best ones have
something in common, it’s that they’re distinctive.

We talked to one brand that’s not McDonald’s size, but that stands out for the effectiveness
of its social media content. Here’s how burger brand Shake Shack drives success with
social content:

A focus on UGC

Consistency on social and IRL

“(User-generated content is) actually the

“The experience you have connecting with Shake

main focus of our Instagram content strategy.

Shack on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest,

Reposting lets us not only feature awesome

Tumblr, Google+, Periscope, Snapchat or any other

content, but also give direct, linked shoutouts

social channel should ideally give you the same

every single day to our fans and followers.”

feeling you get when you’re interacting with a Shack
team member at the Shack itself.”
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Some examples of
Shake Shack’s UGC.
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3.5 Choosing Channels
What’s the right mix for your brand?
How do you decide just which channels are the best for reaching your audience?

T

here are a couple of key

There are benefits and advantages

that performs well on it. Knowing

elements to look at here,

to putting significant resources

that Tumblr skews young, and that

which are thankfully pretty

into networks with fewer than a

their content leans meme-y and a

straightforward: Where are your

billion users. While you may not be

bit weird, for example, is critical if

customers and the people you

hitting everyone, a more focused

you’re deciding whether it makes

want to be customers? Where do

community may provide more

sense for your brand.

you have the resources, time, staff,

opportunity to create closer ties

and expertise to really make a

and more per capita engagement

resources on all your channels.

strong effort and move the needle

with your audience.

Avoid the “jack of all networks,

towards your goals?

If you have a clear

You can’t focus all your

master of none” trap: estimate the

There will be a core network

understanding of your audience,

ROI and strategic value of each

or a few core networks that are

perhaps because you’ve created

network and put the most focus

most important strategically for

a robust customer persona (see

into the ones that give you the

your brand. With its 1.5 billion

section 2.3), you’ll know what

best returns, and you’ll stand the

users, Facebook is the most likely

networks they spend the most

best chance of success.

candidate for many companies.

time on.

But it’s not the only game in

Having a grasp of the ‘persona’

town—lots of visually savvy

of major networks is also key—

brands have made Instagram

both to deciding whether or not

their flagship social presence, for

something is the right fit for your

example.

brand and for creating content
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3.6 Distribution
Be seen better
Content distribution is about as challenging as content creation, which is to say, quite.

D

istributing your content so that

Be snackable

More =/ better

Video’s a strong bet

it has the greatest impact—

What does strong, sharable content

It used to be that on social media, more

At around four billion video views a

have in common with a great snack? It’s

content meant better distribution.

day, Facebook has been a main driver

satisfying, easy to consume, and a little

That’s not necessarily the case anymore.

in the growth of video. Natively posted

addictive. There are no hard and fast

Declining organic reach and a glut of

Facebook video currently has a reach

rules for snackability. It’s not all about

content in general have made it harder

premium over other types of posts.

length. An hour-long tv drama could be

to get heard, and pushing out more

snackable, if it’s the type of show that

and more content isn’t the best way to

in terms of distribution. Many of the

begs to be binge-watched.

improve the situation.

reactions that lead people to share—

both by increasing the volume

of people it reaches and increasing
the relevance of those people for
your company—requires choosing
the right channels from a huge range
of possibilities, then optimizing for
each one, taking into account all its
particularities.
Distribution strategy varies brand
to brand, and requires frequent
adjustment. It should be built into the
content you create. Here are a few tips
for boosting content distribution.

Brand content that counts as

Consistency is still key. Building a

Video has a lot of other advantages

surprise, delight, awe—can be easier

snackable gets a few things right. It has

loyal audience means meeting people’s

to produce in video. And mobile, where

a compelling hook from the beginning—

expectations in terms of content. But

so much content gets consumed, has

people can tell it’s funny, new, weird,

posting dozens of times a day, except

proved to be an outstanding vehicle for

or entertaining within a few seconds,

perhaps on Twitter, has decreased in

videos.

ideally. It doesn’t require a huge amount

effectiveness. If more content won’t

of context or backstory to understand.

improve distribution and results, what

It works as well or better on mobile than

will? More focused content. Create

elsewhere, and it can probably thrive

personas (see section 2.3) to really

across different networks.

understand your audience. Test different

It gets better distribution because it’s
easy to share, and it works anywhere.

content ideas and see what resonates.
Work on creating memorable campaigns
across channels rather than just trying to
hit a certain number of posts per day.
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3.7 Distribution Spotlight
Mondelez, besides making plenty of great
snacks, creates solid video content.
They achieved 12 million+ views in a year, with a completion rate of
over 90%(!), by focusing on shorter, sharable content. Also awesome
for distribution: compared to their traditional video ads, this tactic
has a 50% lower CPM.

Fun videos that blur the line between
recipe and entertainment rack up views
for Philadelphia Cream Cheese.
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3.8 Publishing—Content Frequency and Planning
What gets published where, and when?

Actually publishing content, once it’s been created, requires both decisions, on where and when
it will be published, and processes, to ensure that publication happens as it should.

H

ow do you determine what gets

12-1, Thursday and Friday from 3-4 pm,

The most important thing is data—looking

published at a given time? The

and weekends at noon are meant to be

at the performance of the content you’ve

pace of the average social media

more opportune times to post. There are

posted, identifying trends, continuously

manager’s work life can mean that some

certainly some times where your content

testing what times work best for your

content is published immediately after it

will not perform as well—people may be

content and your audience.

gets created, regardless of whether that’s

on their phones a lot, but the middle of

the best choice strategically.

the night’s still not the best bet.

‘Best time to publish’ blog posts are

Just because there’s no real magic

And don’t forget to consider the
geographical inclinations of your audience
when you’re determining publishing

a perennial favorite. It’s an appealing

hour for every network doesn’t mean

times. If half of your audience is in a time

idea, that it’s possible to find the

there’s no time that works particularly

zone that has your posts arriving in the

magic time where your content will

well for your audience on social media.

middle of the night, it shouldn’t be a

find an exponentially larger audience.

They may have preferences or habits

surprise if engagement is low there.

Unfortunately, that’s not really how

that shape how and when they consume

it works. Talking about things on a

content. Getting a clear overall picture

network level, it’s true, there are some

of your audience will give you an idea of

times that may give your content a little

when this is.

boost. Weekdays around lunchtime
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What’s the Frequency?
How often should you be posting?

You could say it’s a similar story in terms of how often
you should be posting to your social channels.

F

or a while, it was simple. If you posted more, more people saw it. You

The best thinking currently says the frequency
of your posts should be something like this:

1-2

~HOURLY
during the day,
less nights and
weekends

times a day

had to worry about overwhelming your fans with messages, but there
was little risk that social networks would show your posts to fewer

people if you posted more often.
Now, there are more complications. While Twitter and Instagram still
push your tweets and posts to all your followers, Facebook, LinkedIn, and
others call in the algorithms to decide who sees what (and the arrival of
Twitter’s algorithm is imminent).
More posts, especially posts that don’t get great engagement, can
potentially scuttle the reach of all your content on those networks.

1-2

times a day

But again, the best bet is to test and track content performance in order
to learn what publishing frequency give you the strongest results for the
time and resources you put in.
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3.9 Why a Calendar
is Critical
A well-constructed social media
calendar is a social media
manager’s best friend.

I

t should be the place where you can see at a
glance what content is set to go out that day
and that week, as well as where there are any

gaps that need filling. It’s a huge help even if you’re
flying solo on social, but when you’re trying to
collaborate on content creation and publishing, the
overview provided by a good calendar becomes
absolutely essential.
Pick a time to check up on your social
media calendar every day and make
sure there aren’t any holes that need
to be dealt with.
A calendar that lets you

Falcon features a content calendar and campaign planner allowing you to
maintain a visual dashboard of all your published and scheduled posts.

see the visuals that go
with posts on different
networks immediately
makes life easier.
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3.10 Visuals (Including Video)
The importance of looking your best

Words are cool.

S

ometimes they’re palindromes, have a lot of good
letters, or are fun to say, all of which is great. But on
social media, whether or not your message comes

through is most often about the visual aspect of your
content.
In a content-saturated socialscape, visuals have a major
advantage—they can be ‘read’ much more quickly than
writing can.
If someone’s flying through her Facebook feed at 80%
of maximum thumb velocity, there’s little chance that even
the headline to your social content will register at all. But
a picture or a video, of, for example, a juicy shackburger,
seen for a quarter of a second? Even if you’re barely paying
attention at first, thanks to evolution or something, your eye
passes over it and it can be enough to slow your scroll.

Some key considerations for visual content on social media:
Think of the brand image that you

Guard your visual tone of voice!

want to cultivate on social. Which values

Don’t let the pace of your day or your

or attributes do you want to exude?

workload compromise your tone of voice

Quality, Scandinavian design, retro feel?

by choosing poor imagery. Social media is

Then create visual imagery projecting

a fragmented narrative, and to stand out

these qualities. If you’re a packaged foods

from the plethora of messages out there,

company wanting to project freshness and

you need a clear profile.

quality, create images with your product
situated next to fresh ingredients to
support this claim.

User-generated content often
won’t meet the standards you’ve defined.
If you curate content and post it on your

Use the design manual of your

page, determine what you are okay with,

company to pin down details surrounding

and what doesn’t meet standards and

the use of fonts/weights, logo and color

shouldn’t be widely distributed (note: this

palette (use RGB codes, so everybody gets

doesn’t mean you should remove pictures

it right). Specify how all these aspects are

that users upload to your page or profile.

to be used on social.

It refers only to whether you should repost
it or not).

Speak the language of the platform.
On social, it is important to be authentic

Be absolutely certain you have the

and human, so be cautious with the use

rights to use any images that you post

of commercially-loaded material like stock

(and communicate this to anyone who

imagery (polished photo studio feel) or

might be posting images). Don’t assume

POS (Point Of Sale) material - it usually

that just because something’s on social,

doesn’t translate well. Focus on real people

it’s fair game—million dollar lawsuits have

and situations, and authentic photos.

been lost by companies that took images
from Twitter and used them commercially.
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3.11 Great Visuals (an introduction)

Their images pop in
feeds because they’re
colorful and
well-composed.

Good visuals are so important!
You know it because everyone’s always telling you
so. But what’s good? You could do worse than to
take a few pointers from Target, no slouch in terms
of aesthetic achievement:

There’s no filler—with images
Target stands out above other

everywhere, the bar has to be

retailers because images

consistently high to have an

incorporate products, but are

actual impact on customers.

never limited by them—they
showcase them creatively.
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3.12 Paid Content
It’s the way forward for content
Depending on how long you’ve
been working in the social media
world, you may remember the
golden days of organic reach.

I

that be have limited brand reach on all the big
social networks. Apologies for stating the obvious,
but marketing is about engaging your audience
with the right message. If your fans aren’t even
getting your message, you clearly can’t market to
them.

t was low-cost advertising to a mass audience,
it was wonderful, and, looking back, it should
have been clear that it was never going to last

(because capitalism).
Between 2012 and 2014, organic reach on
social dropped from 16% to 6%1 – just 6% of fans

were actually seeing organic posts from brands.
Facebook, the historical flagship channel of social
media marketing, saw posts from top brands only
reaching 2% of fans in 2014. And these numbers

The good news is that social ads work. The
landscape of social media marketing is shifting to
accommodate the importance of paid advertising,
and you can’t afford to be left behind. Paid
advertising now accounts for 83% of marketers
social media spending2 and, according to a recent
study, 84% of marketers have now fully integrated
social media with their traditional marketing
activities3. In short, offline is shifting to digital, and
digital is shifting to paid reach.

have continued to decline in 2015.1
It’s not the end of the world, but it’s certainly
the end of an era. Organic social marketing just
doesn’t work on its own anymore. The powers

2

Forrester, August 6, 2015
3

1

Facebook Zero, Social@Ogilvy, 2014

It’s Time To Separate “Social” From “Media”, 		
Social Media Marketing Industry Report,
Social Media Examiner, 2015
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Here are a few things that you should know about paid social media for 2016:
Social advertising is becoming

Instagram will be huge, and for

As will Snapchat:

more and more effective:

good reason:

After a period of dealing more or less

In a large study on sponsored social,

Research shows that ads there

exclusively with big brands, allowing

IZEA reported that marketers found

are highly effective. “According to

them to create broadly-targeted,

sponsored social to be one of the

Instagram, ad recall from sponsored

premium-priced campaigns on the

top three most effective marketing

posts on the platform was 2.8 times

network, Snapchat is working on an

investments available to them,

higher than Nielsen’s norms for

ads API of its own. Whatever form

beating out online display ads, TV

online advertising across nearly 500

these ads take, they will likely play a

ads, magazines, and newspapers .

campaigns measured globally with

big role in paid social strategies for

(Social ads were virtually tied with

Nielsen Brand Effect in June.”

a lot of brands in 2016, especially

4

experiential marketing and content

Costs are very competitive too—

marketing for the most effective

one source5 said that CPMs were

investment available.)

as low as $3, which compares quite

The study also found that most

for those seeking to connect with
younger Millennials and Generation Z.

favorably with a lot of the alternatives.

marketers thought social ads were
more effective in 2015 than they were
the year before.
The total overall spend on social
media advertising in 2016 is predicted
to be $29.9 billion.

Philadelphia cream Cheese’s video
4

The Next Steps for Ads on Instagram, 		
Instagram, 2015

5

Instagram ads are a hit among brands, 		
Digiday, 2015

strategy extends to Snapchat, heavy
on the Jalapeno.
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3.13 Performance Evaluation
Know how you’re doing so you can do better

There are two sides to tracking and analytics on social media.

O

ne is to track progress and

media and tracking the progress of your

prove value, the other is to

long-term social media objectives. Many

understand and learn more

companies find this to be a very elusive

about your content and your community,

thing, but it doesn’t have to be. Look

all with the purpose of revising your

beyond social metrics when trying to

approach to improve performance.

prove the value of social. Broader digital
metrics like page visits and dwell time
on your website make excellent KPIs for

Tracking top-level objectives:
Measure performance and value
Taking a top-level look at the performance
of your social media presence is key
when proving the value (ROI) of social

determining volume and quality of your
social media efforts.
The actual metrics you want to focus
on depend on your objectives and social
media strategy. A closer look at key
metrics on the next page.

Measuring better
beats measuring more.
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Conversions

Quality and value of traffic

Define the various conversion targets along the sales

For traffic generated by social media, use a web analytics

cycle. Don’t simply think of the end goal in terms of

tool to determine the value and quality of this traffic.

direct revenue, but determine the value of softer targets

How do social users compare to other types of users in

such as event sign ups, brochure downloads, campaign

terms of page views, bounce rate, session duration, and

offer claims, etc.

conversion? You may be able to convince your boss to
allocate more budget to social if he sees that conversion

Traffic to website or other off-social
destinations
Google Analytics already gives you data on traffic

rates for social are twice what they are for display
advertising.

referral, but you can go further than that. URL builders

Reach

(Falcon has one) allow you to create custom URLs with

This directly translates to the good old awareness or

tracking (UTM tags or similar). This way, you can track

exposure factor.

amount of clicks and connect traffic to your website.

For more on measuring social ROI, go to page 61.

Development of community
Is your fan/following count increasing, declining, or
remaining steady? Focus on the composition and
general health of the fan group, not mere numbers
acting as a vanity metric. A constant increase in fans is
not necessarily the best for your brand.
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3.14 Where You Stand?
Do a social content audit to improve
performance

Some questions to ask for an audit include:
Is our content doing as well as it could be?

You should do a regular checkup on your
performance by carrying out a social content audit.

T

his allows you to see not just “we hit this goal” or “we missed this
one”—it gives you the chance to look at the big picture. To see
what the trends are in performance, what broad areas are more

challenging than others. It also allows you to get into the “why?” By sitting
down with all of the data in front of you, and taking the time to ask mindful

Are we in line with the goals of our strategy?
Is our team working collaboratively and effectively?
Are we able to meet the needs of the requests
coming in from social?
Are we strong on our focus channels?
How is our brand being talked about?

questions, you can figure out what’s working, what’s not, the factors

What are our competitors doing, and how well

behind both, and how you can adjust and improve for the future.

are they doing it?
Is our content meeting our KPIs?

A social content audit allows you to see how you’ve been performing, and where
and how you can improve. If you don’t have perspective on this, working to get
it figured out can be one of the most important things you do in your job, and it
could help your company boost performance significantly.
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3.15 Social Media Audit Checklist

Content Performance
Review

Workflow Health Check

Social Media Inventory

Digital Buzz

Conversions: Are your targets

Does your process facilitate a fast

High-performing accounts:

Gather this info using a social

within the sales cycle converting?

response to social conversation?

What insights can you use on

listening tool and use this data to

Traffic: Is social driving people to

Does it provide high-quality,

other platforms?

determine new audiences,

website or other off-social

on-brand, and shareable content?

destinations?
Development of community:

Do your social marketing goals
mesh with overall company goals?

Under-performing accounts:
How can you adjust strategy to

markets, campaigns, products, and
business goals.

improve results?

Is your fan/following count

Dormant accounts:

What are people saying online

increasing, declining, or

Should you shut them down or

about your brand?

remaining steady?

relaunch them?

Reach: Is social driving increased
brand awareness?
Quality and value of traffic:

What is being said about your
competitors?
What conversations are forming
around key industry terms?

How do social users compare to
other types of users in terms of
pageviews, bounce rate, session
duration, and conversion?
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4.0 Your Organization

So far, we’ve been discussing social media from a personal perspective—how you can reach your
audience more effectively and increase the impact of content.

B

ut of course, you don’t work in a

high levels of social sophistication—to

of utilizing resources as well as you can,

vacuum—what you do has to fit

borrow a phrase, they’re purpose-driven.

doing as much as possible within the

within a larger framework. How

Their activities are structured around their

setup, or, if you think the setup should be

does your team operate, what role does

goals, and they’re largely able to measure,

improved and you manage to do so, within

social media play in your organization

manage, and optimize to reach them.

the new one.

and how is it expected to affect overall
business goals?
Increasing the impact of your

Others have an approach that’s a little
more “fling-things-and-see-what-sticks.”
And size matters: there’s a big

And, as we’ll discuss, what your
company does on social media can’t be
separated from your customers, current or

activities on social media means clearly

difference between working for a company

future. Whatever your role on social media

understanding your role within your

that has a huge social media team, with

is, you need to keep them in mind if you

company.

dozens creating content across multiple

want to get anything done.

By this point, few brands are starting

channels in multiple languages, operating

This section deals with the strategy and

100% from scratch in terms of social

worldwide; and working for a company

structure of social—how it works within a

media marketing (though there are still

that has one person handling that.

company, and how it can work better.

holdouts, remarkably).
Some organizations have reached very

Success for you as an individual and
your company as a whole is a question
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4.1 Strategy

“However beautiful the strategy, you should
occasionally look at the results.”

Don’t fly blind on social

Winston Churchill

It’s hard to overstate the importance of social media strategy.

A

brand marketing on social media without a

are talking to you on social, your strategy could focus

how they will do it.

strategy is like a millennial navigating without

on creating positive interactions with them. Responding

A social strategy should not be the product of a ‘guru’

a smartphone: while success may be possible

quickly and effectively to customer issues can lead to

locked in a room alone for days on end. Its development

increased satisfaction and retention.

should involve multiple stakeholders, not least those

(with luck and perseverance), it’s highly unlikely.
Social media strategy has evolved since the beginning

It could also mean implementing processes to

outside a social team who are also working towards the

of social media marketing, becoming more sophisticated

gather, organize and leverage social data from existing

same goals. Your target audience, your team’s resources,

as brands have realized its potential value.

or likely customers. A strong social data program

and your past experience need to be taken into account

can produce insights that let you create better post-

when drilling down to create a strategy.

In theory, it’s simple. Your strategy on social media
should be dictated by your broader business goals, and

purchase experiences that drive retention.

Social can touch on a wide range of business goals,

should tie in closely to your overall marketing strategy.

and there are tons of potential social tactics for reaching

The tricky part is determining just how to look at those

them. While your strategy, your approach, and your

goals and translate them into a social plan of action. This
can take plenty of forms.
For example, increasing customer retention could
be a key focus for your business. A company-wide goal
might be a 20% increase in customer retention. What
could that mean on social? If your existing customers

Vision + Plan
A social strategy that drives results will include both
a high-level vision for how your presence on social

criteria for success might have a high level of detail and a
lot of component parts, they should all tie clearly back to
a direct objective of your business.

supports and strengthens your company, as well as
specifics on which company objectives social media
teams will be expected to impact the most directly, and
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4.2 Social Goals
What does social success look like for your brand?

Social strategy needs to be based on your broader business goals,
and it also needs to incorporate social-specific goals in order to be useful.

T

hey should be a concrete, straightforward way to

Goals for social can be set on a network by network

Also, goals don’t help much if they are not clearly

track how effectively you’re executing your social

basis or on a higher level. There are no hard and fast

communicated to the entire team, comprehensible, and

strategy and supporting a brand.

rules, but whenever possible, it’s more valuable to

readily accessible. Giving access to goals across teams

Going back—let’s say that your overall business goal is

tie goals together in order to have a cohesive social

adds accountability and increases understanding across

still a 20% improvement in customer retention.

direction, rather than having goals live in isolation.

an organization.

Your strategy dictates what part social will play in

What’s the point of all this? It ensures that social

helping your organization to achieve that. What sort of

media marketing is moving towards something. For

social goals should be tied to that strategy? If the aim is

whatever reason, even smart social media marketers still

to retain customers by improving the quality and speed

have a tendency to spend time doing things just because

of your responses to them, objectives have to center

they’re there. A new network could be an awesome

around doing that.

opportunity for your brand, but if its users aren’t in your
target audience, if it doesn’t align with the bigger picture

For example, your aims could be:
•

to cut the response time to questions from your
customers by a certain percent

for your company, you likely don’t need to be on it.
There’s always room for experimentation, and
sometimes the strategic value of an activity is slow to
reveal itself. But in general, teams that focus their social

•

to increase response rate by a certain percentage

efforts around goals perform better and are better able

•

to reduce the number of contacts to resolution.

to get buy in, support, and budget for social across their
organization.
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4.3 Metrics
Measure better

Management sage Peter Drucker is credited with coining the phrase
“What gets measured, gets managed.”

T

he maxim isn’t quite as straightforward

metrics are basically written into the goals—see,

as it sounds. It doesn’t mean that

for example, reducing time to resolution, or, say,

measurement=success. It implies that the

driving site visits through social.

things that are hard to measure are going to be

Other times, they’re not so obvious. For

hard to manage, even if they’re important. And

example, one of your team objectives could be to

also that how you measure has a big impact on

support the introduction of a key product into a

how you manage.

new market through social channels.

It might be more accurate to say “what gets
measured well can get managed well.”
On social media, this is even more true than
elsewhere.

Is the number of new fans in a region a good
measure of how effective you are at reaching
those goals? It might be. It also might not be the
best one, or the only relevant one.

Social media metrics need to be determined
by your goals. Sometimes you’re lucky, and the
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The metrics that are by default included in social networks—likes,
shares, fans, retweets, etc. can be very valuable. They’re familiar, easy to
understand, and they can help you figure out what’s going on with your

There is no way Mark Twain wrote this, as the
Internet seems to think, but it’s wise nonetheless:

social presence in a second’s time.
However, they are not the whole picture. The metrics you use need
to be carefully considered, and organized in a way that lets them really
measure the impact of your activities on helping you reach your goals.
They should also be readily accessible to everyone who’s working towards
them.
Both determining these metrics and setting up a way to track them
may require you or someone in your team to become close to a data
scientist.
Some goals, some elements of strategy may be one offs—focuses for
the quarter. Social channels, for the most part, should continue to support
a number of core key functions, like brand awareness, etc. For those,
consistency of metrics—not just on a single network, but across them, can
allow you to track and improve performance on social over time.

“If the metrics you are looking at aren’t
useful in optimizing your strategy
- stop looking at them. “
Mark Twain
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4.4 Social ROI
Correlation tracking

Advanced calculation

Say, for example, there is a market of 500,000 people

Detailed correlation tracking over time, with thorough

And other calculations, with the right data and well

who are aware of your product. And you know that in

controls for variables, offers a high-level view of the

defined parameters, can also help in calculating a dollar

impact of social media activities.

value for awareness campaigns.

For example, Fame House, an agency that helps

Brands can estimate ROI based on brand awareness

entertainers manage their digital presence, created a

and purchase intent, most effectively with the help of

dashboard that draws data from Fame House’s social

high quality market research. Reliable research can tell

media channels, website and ticket sales. The data is

you what percentage of people who are aware of your

then normalized and graphs are created. Fame House

brand actually purchase from it, and for how much. With

can therefore map social media activities against website

this information, you can estimate a value for increased

visits, newsletter opt-ins, and ticket sales.

awareness, tied to social metrics like reach, audience

general 5% of the people aware of your product end
up deciding to purchase it (purchase intent), and each
purchase results in a profit of $50 (unit profits).
With this, if you know the impact of your social
campaigns on your awareness, you can calculate its
value. Here, new fans or followers is a useful metric.
With the numbers above, if your campaign increases the
people aware of your product by 2%, you would get:

and engagements. This formula allows you to calculate a
value: Awareness value=market size x awareness change

Conversion lift

x purchase intent x unit profits.

Facebook has increased the attention it pays to
measuring how campaigns can impact bottom lines
beyond click tracking. They have recently released
capabilities for advertisers to measure what they call
“conversion lift.” Essentially, this tracks progress towards
a goal for two groups—a control, that doesn’t see
Facebook ads, and one that does. This model can help
measure the impact of advertising beyond just a call to
action and immediate conversions.

Awareness
Value

Market Size
(500,000)

Awareness Change
(2%)

Purchase Intent
(5%)

Unit Proﬁts
($50)

25,000
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4.5 Your Team and its Structure
The importance of the right setup

Social media teams can be built in just about any shape or size.

H

ow your team is set up and how many

responsible for social ad spend, or is it

Generating engagement with content requires

people are on it depend on a range of

someone who also does web or other ads?)

strong writing skills, and the creative chops

factors: The resources you have, your

strategy, and your objectives, to begin with.
Some companies have very complex

needs: They may need to function on social
in multiple markets, manage a number of

Possible social team members include

to develop strong, original concepts for new

but aren’t limited to: Social media manager,

content directions or types to help your brand

campaign manager, community manager,

connect with your audience.

content writer/copywriter, ads manager.
The structure of a team and its processes

Social ads range widely in effectiveness,
and someone with deep, broad experience

brands, collaborate with agencies, and deal

are continuously up for negotiation (which

can have a huge impact on returns for brands

with regulations.

isn’t to say they should be in constant flux),

with significant paid social budgets.

Others can base their structure

but the people on it can’t be switched out on

A real desire to help people is the mark of

on optimizing for a narrower range of

a moment’s notice. That’s why the profiles

an effective customer support agent, and it

possibilities.

chosen for social media employees is key.

can neither be faked nor taught.

Depending on what your aims are, it’s not

Who do you want on a social team? What

With a solid all-around team that has the

only the number of people dedicated to social

mix of skills and experience will drive stronger

skills and structure to meet brand objectives,

that varies. There’s the overall structure of a

results on social?

all that’s left is actually working together to

team, the amount of specialization for each

Individual employees’ skill sets and areas of

reach them.

role, and the flexibility between positions. Are

expertise will ideally come together in a way

your team members mostly 100% “dedicated”

that complement each other and gives the

to social? Or are their responsibilities spread

team as a whole the best shot at performing

across areas? (Is the Social Media Manager

strongly.
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4.6 Collaborating on Social
How can you work together more effectively?

S

ocial media is flexible—it can be one-to-many

can let teams know when they need to respond to

or one-to-one, a dozen people can manage one

something. They can help improve accountability and

account, or one person can manage a dozen—and

performance.

that opens up to door to any number of collaboration

But they won’t do everything—transparency about

configurations, some of which present more challenges

processes; ensuring the whole team has visibility in terms

than others.

of what’s happening, not just the boss; and old-fashioned

A team may be spread out geographically.
Responsibilities like responding to customer comments

communication are critical to effective collaboration.
A lot of the main challenges with collaboration

or creating and publishing content might need to happen

on social media are questions on details. Larger

24 hours a day, and multiple people can be involved.

organizations are generally well-served by formalizing

Social media’s potential for complexity requires two

some of these details in the form of a social media

things to cut through: the right perspective and the right

handbook or a similar resource. This can help ensure

processes. Perspective meaning a comprehensive view

consistency and bring clarity to employees who are

of what you’re doing on social media, what you’re going

working on a range of tasks in a very public forum. When

to do, and who’s doing it. Processes meaning procedures

a misstep could cost a brand a lot in terms of value,

determining how that all gets done.

having guidelines can relieve pressure on employees

Tools can help here: A calendar can give teams an
overview of content across channels, governance tools

and let them focus on doing their best work, rather than
worry about making a misstep.

can enable certain roles to handle certain tasks, alerts
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4.7 Where Does Your Company Stand?
Assessing your social sophistication

Your role and responsibilities will vary based on
how advanced your organization’s social strategy is.

F

orrester Research has created a model for assessing a company’s
social marketing capabilities.
In terms of strategy, those brands that are most advanced on social

are the ones that: Have aligned social activities with the stages of the
customer journey, coordinate social with other marketing activities, and
have processes in place for interacting with customers.
As a brand becomes more advanced in terms of social media
strategy, employees on the social media team will have a wider range of
responsibilities—working cross-departmentally, enabling others in the
company to harness social.
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4.8 A More Social Organization
How can you get there?

Of late, you may have noticed a few people discussing an interesting topic:
Whether or not social media is “over.”
The thinking is not that social media will go away, instead the idea is that

The top is key—it’s unlikely that a company will become truly social

social will become integrated into businesses in such a way that it no

if the c-suite doesn’t understand what you’re doing there. Getting top

longer exists as its own function.

management to buy in to social is a process, and it starts with allowing
them to see its potential for improving business results. This means

As a company strongly invested in social media, perhaps we here at

broadening how you look at social to put it in terms that VPs and CEOs

Falcon are the slightest bit biased, but here is our take:

get immediately—growing a customer base, increasing retention and
loyalty, cutting costs, and staying ahead of the competition, for starters.

•

Social will become more integrated into a wider array of business

business if it’s a part of life at a company. Does the average employee

that can harness the effects of social networks and social media across their

where you work have an idea of what goes on in terms of social and

business and digital touchpoints are the ones that are best-positioned for
success over the next several years.
•

Beyond that, social has a greater chance of spreading formally into

functions—it was never a great idea for it to be isolated—and the companies

Social media-specific roles, and social media teams, for the vast

content? Does she ever share anything from you on her own personal
channels?
There are lots of ways to encourage this: The main one is simply

majority of companies, are not going away. On an organizational level, while

making it easier for employees to see and participate in your company’s

social is becoming more embedded in multiple areas, there will continue to be

social media activities. This could take the form of a full employee

a need for a growing number of dedicated social media employees. Not least
because they will be in the best position to help the rest of an organization
become more effective through social.

advocacy program, it could be featuring employees on branded social
channels regularly, or it could come from giving team members tools to
help them see and share company content.

The first step towards fostering a more social organization is getting
people to understand the value of social media.
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Conclusion.

So, as you may have noticed, this is a pretty big guide.

I

f it’s long, that’s not necessarily because we like the

Being able to create great content that stands out

sound of our own voices, but because social media

from the rest, distributing it so that it has a real effect

marketing has gradually evolved to encompass so

on how audiences think about your brand and how

much stuff. It’s a whole world of marketing in itself, one

likely they are to buy, engaging with customers across

which has to manage to work seamlessly with all your

the purchase cycle in order to drive action, and pulling

other marketing activities and your entire company.

insights from social to inform your entire business: The

All of which means that the social marketers that

companies that manage to get this right have a huge

are going to create an impact in 2016 and in the future

advantage over the rest in a world where social media is

have to bring an ever-wider skill set to the table—both in

a central communications hub for billions of people. We

terms of big-picture strategic thinking and being able to

hope this guide has made it clearer how this could look

go in every day and executing. Social networks are only

for your brand.

going to grow in terms of the role they play for brands.
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